The Full Lid
4th December 2020
Hi everyone! Welcome to The Full Lid!
Happy March 278th everybody! One more time around the Sun, let's do
this!
The plan is simple, yet brilliant: every Friday at 5 p.m. you get a double shot
of pop culture ca eine. Everything I found interesting, weird or fun in pop
culture this week, direct to your inbox. Reviews! Analysis! Recipes!
Alliteration! It's like email, but fun!
This week's interstitials are the expansive culinary exuberance that is Sohla
El-Waylly.
All you have to do is read. So grab a drink and a treat, get a comfy spot
somewhere and let me tell you what we've got for you this week:
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Thirteen Storeys
Editor's note: Spoilers for themes, but not speci cs.
Jonathan Sims knows a thing or two about horror. The writer of The Magnus
Archives and the voice of it's perpetually tortured lead, Sims has been at the
centre of an escalating storm of extraordinarily successful and ambitious
horror for close to ve years. Next year, The Magnus Archives comes to a
close and now, we have an idea of what Jonny's doing next.
He's investing in property! Kind of...
Banyan Court is a London tower block, and in turn cross section of London

itself, a building bisected by class. The front is pure JG Ballard: towering
architecture and opulence, crisp, tight-collared e ciency of capitalism.
Tailored sociopathy.
The back is Dickensian, down to the dirt under it's nails. A diverse,
marginalised, neglected community where part time workers rub shoulders
with professional tradespeople in corridors that feel like being back stage at
a more important person's house. Banyan Court is designed to do a very
speci c job. And when thirteen residents, all increasingly haunted by their
experiences of the building, are invited to join owner Gideon Fell for dinner,
they nd out just what that purpose is.
Super cially it would be easy to look at Thirteen Storeys and say Sims is
playing a familiar tune on a di erent instrument. The use of a London
tower block as the site for an occult event and the portmanteau nature of
the novel are both elements he's demonstrated phenomenal skill with in
The Magnus Archives. But Sims is cleverer than that. Thirteen Storeys is
simultaneously a return to the portmanteau or nested stories model of
horror, with a cheeky salute to the themed anthologies of the past.
Everything from Amicus movies to Urban Gothic, from Hellblazer to Best New
Horror has experimented with this form but Sims does something none of
the others could do: matches that format with his own unique approach. A
word which, brilliantly, autocorrect just suggested I swap for 'unquiet' -surprisingly accurate.
Magnus Archives fans will immediately resonate with the voice of the prose;
it screams out for spoken delivery. It also reinforces the musical, magical
portmanteau e ect -- resonating through the discreet setting like a
disconcerting noise bouncing through darkened, identical corridors.
Characters waft through each other's lives with varying degrees of severity,
A worried looking gentleman taking measurements in the corridor
becomes vital, the shadowy gures on the stairs only ever multiply. The
main characters are never powerless but all struggle under that curiously
blunted and uniquely English trauma of not wanting to acknowledge the
monster in the room. Or in some cases, the monster that is the room.
Everyone smiles and nods. No one makes eye contact. We all ignore the pit.
Using character as lens and scalpel alike to dissect and explore his themes
is one of the keys to Sims' success. Each character is realistic, plausible,
complex, awed, and unpredictable. The ending here, the events of which
are built to throughout the book is measured and brutal, feral and cathartic
and completely clear-eyed. The pages that follow are considered,
melancholy and bleakly hopeful. Some times you do what you have to, to

survive. Sometimes that's all you get. Sometimes it has to be enough.
Thirteen Storeys is a remarkable debut, and Sims has hinted it won't be his
last. Find it at all good booksellers, in both print and full cast audiobook
(including Sims himself).

Sohla El-Waylly Is A Food Genius: One-Handed Boozy Brunch

Knuckledust
Editor's note: Spoilers
Club Knuckledust is a blood-drenched ruin. The subterranean ght club is
empty of life, except for one man: Hard Eight (Moe Dunford). But is he a
survivor or a mass murderer? Who really called the shots in the high end
ght club? And who is the ght really with?
James Kermack's sophomore directorial e ort crams an astonishing
amount into its runtime. There are four(?) reveals in the last twenty

minutes, countless lies and half lives and moments of brilliant, joyously
untidy weirdness where characters' real lives brush up against their jobs in
a variety of, occasionally bloody, ways.
Three things are happening here at once here. One is the investigation into
the Cub Knuckledust case which is being worked doggedly by Keaton (Kate
Dickie) and her team of mis t cops including loud mouth Redmond (Jamie
Kingston) and hyper-competent terrible luck magnet Maccready (Kermack
himself). Then there's the past with Hard Eight entering the ght club and
instantly tearing it to pieces. Finally there's the con icting agenda of
everyone from the investigating o cers to Hard Eight's former CO.
Something very bad went down at Club Knuckledust. But who did it? And
what if it happened for the right reasons?
Kermack runs headlong at everything in his script and it frequently works
very well. A massive part of this is down to Dunford, a star waiting to be
born. He's endlessly laconic and calm until he isn't and his tangible disgust,
physical presence and clear ethical core is a huge part of what makes the
movie work. Plus Dunford is an entirely credible ghter as he gets to
demonstrate on several occasions. This is a story about a lonely man
walking down mean streets and beating the living shit out of them until
they stop being mean and it's always fun to see.
Especially as Kermack goes out of his way to stage these ghts in unusual
and fun ways. The opening duel... isn't . A second becomes an audition of
sorts while a fantastically gnarly ght in a small elevator turns into a major
dramatic engine for the third act of the movie. None of these ghts are
clean, all of them are fun and Kermack throws in jokes and references
galore. There's a corridor sequence which would make Rama from The Raid
nod approvingly. There's a moment which will make Old Boy fans cheer.
There's an understanding of the physics of ghting someone substantially
bigger than you that recalls the vascular grace and intelligent brutality of
Creed 2's closing bout. Kermack shoots violence in a way which is fun and
loose but never cheap. No punches pulled and few coming from where you
expect.
The same can be said of Kermack the scriptwriter and it's here, if anywhere,
the movie stumbles. There's a lovely moment of bonding between
Dunford's Hard Eight and Guillaume Delaunay's deaf enforcer Tombstone.
There's Kermack's own mournfully cheery delivery as McCready and the
best Harold Pinter joke you'll hear this decade. The movie is never normal
and the weirder it gets the more relatable and fun it becomes.

But for each of those there are a couple of missteps. The chronology is
hugely ambitious and needs some pretty chunky back brain processing to
work. That may well be a feature not a bug but a comedic set of adversaries
in one of those ghts sail dangerously close to a trope the movie is much
better than. A hacking sequence just barely fails to hit the mark on brilliant
and lands as over enthusiastic. The closing couple of twists really will have
you watching again to piece it together. It works in the end, but Kermack's
refusal to make our job easy for us sometimes means we have to do more
work than we bargained for and the movie su ers a little as a result.
But Knuckledust's failings are always from trying too much, not too little. It's
a lm desperate to escape its boundaries, hungry to push things forward.
Gi ord's clear status as a new star, the movie's clear attempt to setup a bad
tempered and fun street level action franchise, even McCready's love life
are all rife for future stories. Hopefully we get to see them, because Hard
Eight, and everyone behind the camera, swing with everything they've got
here, reaching for the knockout. Knuckledust is never boring, it's frequently
brilliant and I am desperately excited to see Kermack he does next.
Knuckledust, which uses far fewer ght metaphors than I have here,
releases 11 December.

Sohla El-Waylly Is A Food Genius: Scary Candy

Mermaids Monthly
Julia Rios and Meg Frank are phenomenally talented and excellent humans
leading the team currently funding Mermaids Monthly.
Thanks to Julia and Meg, Full Lid readers can access a free bonus issue! And
I'm delighted to host Julia discussing one of the aspects of the project
they're most excited about.

Each to Each
In “The Love Song of J. Alfred Prufrock” by T.S. Eliot, the narrator says, “I
have heard the mermaids singing, each to each. I do not think they will sing
for me.” I’ve always wondered what those mermaids sing for each other.
Now that I am starting a new project that’s all about mermaids, I thought I’d
put this question to everyone else. Mermaids Monthly is a magazine of
whimsy and undersea magic, which I'm making with Meg Frank, Ashley
Deng and Lis Hulin Wheeler. 2020 has been a rough year and I, for one,
could use a little whimsy.
That’s why I started this.
As I began asking creators if they wanted to be involved in this project, I
remembered something I’ve always known: when you get creative people
together, they jam with each other. This happens at conventions, in writing
groups, in art colonies, at music camps… Creative people are like
mermaids.

Sure, they’ll sing for a passing sailor, but they also love singing for each
other. I started approaching people I knew had a strong connection with
each other, and asking them to collaborate. Some of them are couples like
C. S. E. Cooney and Carlos Hernandez (who are married), or Nino Cipri and
Nibedita Sen (who are engaged). Some are close friends like Libia Brenda
and Gabriela Damián Miravete, long-time writer friends who have built
fandom communities together in Mexico. Some are friends who are also
colleagues like Amal El-Mohtar, Cailtyn Paxson, and Jessica P. Wick, who
were online friends long before they created a beautiful poetry zine called
Goblin Fruit. I’ve asked all these collaborative groups to give me a speci c
kind of thing based on what I know of their work. Some will give me ction,
some poetry, and in some cases, like that of Patty Templeton and her
partner Brett Massé, a mixture of written work and visual art.
I am excited to hear these songs! But! I am also really excited to listen to
what happens when new mermaids learn to sing new songs together. So I
put a bit more whimsy into our submissions call, setting Mermaids Monthly
up to be a little bit of creative improv partnership matchmaker. We're
hoping to get some new voices singing new songs so mermaids who swim
solo will get to see what harmonies ow back through the currents to them.
And everyone will get to listen in.
If you, like me, have always wondered what mermaids sing, each to each, I
hope you’ll consider supporting our Kickstarter. The best collaborations are
the work of many people together. Will you help us make something
amazing?
Julia Rios (they/them) is a queer, Latinx writer, editor, podcaster, and narrator.
They're @omgjulia on Twitter. You can support the Mermaids Monthly
campaign on Kickstarter.

New reader? Looking for a back issue?
Buy me a co ee?
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I Want The Stars
Galactic Journey, founded by Gideon Marcus, is a fascinating conceit: a blog
launched in 1966, moving forwards through time. Gideon Marcus explains
it beautifully here, while I Want The Stars explains the value of that approach
with typical enthusiasm and eloquence. Brought back into print by Journey
Press, it's an enthralling exploration of what SF was becoming brought
forward in time to 2020.
A group of humans led by Jenorden make their way out into the universe to
explore, discover and learn. While some of you are undoubtedly humming
the fanfare that makes me tear up every week on Discovery, Purdom's book
predates Star Trek by two years. The ctional models and tropes he works
with demonstrate this: there's the same good natured camaraderie, the

same diverse crew but there are subtle di erences. Jenorden and his
friends are travelling to learn rather than expand their chosen government,
and the book is far freer in some ways than the series. The crew are heavily
implied to be polyamorous and the society they represent is
simultaneously one designed to support itself and be able to take steps like
they have, out into the darkness. Humanity reimagined here not as a vast
federation but a honeycomb of interconnected areas.
That freedom is also re ected in how intellectually unshaped the leads are.
Not through fault of Purdom's writing but by cultural choice. Star eet's
whimsical 'out there, thataway' approach is replaced with something
reminiscent of George Chetwynd-Gi ith Jones' A Honeymoon in Space.
However, while the idea is the same, the focus is di erent. In Jones' book
the idea was to shape the minds of the next generation of leaders. Here the
idea is to shape the minds of the next generation, leadership optional.
This is a fascinating book, not just because Perdom knows how to put
together a well-paced, character-driven story but because of how modern it
feels. It's all-but impossible to view this in isolation from Star Trek and the
way Jenorden and crew explore their experiences, without Star eet's
comforting military framework, is engrossing precisely because of the
fragility of the crew. Especially in their rst interactions with the alien
species, Horta.
It's only as the book closes that you get an idea of both the mutability of
identity and the future for humanity. Like Jenorden nds, that future is
complex, worthwhile, compassionate and worth the discovery. As is this
book. The roots of so much modern SF are here and as we now see, they
diverged from the plan in some fantastic ways, And how appropriate that
journey should be brought to light here, by this publisher.
Journey Press have a range of titles; I hope to explore more of them in the
new year. I can't wait to see what else the rapidly approaching future of the
1970s has in store.
I Want The Stars by Tom Purdom is available now. We recommend Portal
Bookshop, or check Bookshop.org for your local indie store.
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Want More?

Signal Boost
Adopt-A-Book
Savage Legion by Matt Wallace: Matt's upcoming MG debut, Bump, was
reviewed in Kirkus and I am somehow EVEN more hyped for it than I
already was. Also, in his capacity as Dean of Roadhouse Studies, Matt
joins Rank & Vile to discuss the movie this week.

Beneath the Rising by Premee Mohamed: Write Science Fiction Like A
Scientist is Premee's Clarion West guest course and it looks ACES. Also
Premee has a new novella due out next year!
Notes from Small Worlds by Nate Crowley: Nate took a tour of Lisbon
this week, from his home, and loved it.
Art in All Its Forms
Pre-orders for the amazing Z's Sawtober collection are open now.
Beautiful art! Di erently beautiful deathtraps!
VODZilla magazine does great work with no fanfare and could use a
hand. Please go check them out.
Aidan Moher (essential newsletter reading) wanted to highlight his is
one of the best video game writers on the planet. Go check out his
piece on the history of Chrono Trigger.
Books
The mighty Andrew Knighton has just released Silver and Gold, an
Aztec-inspired novella about magic, friendship, art and rebellion.
The amazing Call of the Boneships is now out from RJ Barker who is
also amazing. Know what else is amazing? RJ's boots!
CL Clark of PodCastle has their debut next year! It looks GREAT and
the preorder link has just gone live.
SB Divya of Escape Pod has their novel debut next year too!
Machinehood also looks great and can now be pre-ordered.
Neon Hemlock Press just hit Kickstarter with an amazing looking
anthology, Unfettered Hexes: Queer Tales of Insatiable Darkness.
Rose Biggin and Keir Cooper bring news of Wild Time, a distillation of
Midsummer's Night Dream you WILL not see coming. It's available
through Bandcamp and today is a Bandcamp Friday meaning artists
get 100% of sales so there's never been a better time to pick it up.
Podcasts
If This Goes On always do great work. Here's their latest.

Suna Dasi has just hosted her rst PodCastle episode!
Alyson Grauer is a phenomenal voice actor and narrator. If you need a
narrator do get in touch. Here's an example of her work from
PodCastle and thanks to Awesome John and Apex Magazine for
reminding me of her awesomeness.
Theatre
The National Theatre just launched a worldwide streaming service
which looks fantastic. It's an annual subscription or pay-as-you-go
model, featuring some great older performances. I can't wait to watch
the Othello production staring Adrian Lester and Rory Kinnear, and I
REALLY hope they'll be adding more of this year's broadcasts to the
line-up.
B7 Media have organized a series of virtual table reads through
lockdown. This, there latest, is to celebrate Dan Dare's 70th
anniversary. It features the cast of their recent, excellent audio
version. Tickets available now.
That's this week's Signal Boost, folks. If you have a project you'd like to see here
get in touch.
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Where You Can Find Me This
Week
Guest Appearances
It was a massive pleasure to be part of the rst Magnus Archives cast
retrospective. Especially as I DID play Tim's favorite Kayak instructor...
And out today is my second appearance in Enthusigasm, all about
Community!
Twitch
Come see the rst part of The Last Camp re, which is just
inconceivably lovely and kind. Fiendish puzzles and emotions also
ensue. And THE BEST FROG.
Meanwhile over on the Wednesday stream, It's Christmas Carol O'
Clock! Stave I includes the best carol singer grenade ever thrown and
the discovery that Dickens wrote comedy REALLY well. Also massive
thanks to Ryandroyd for our two new amazing pieces of music! Get
your vibes!
Audio Verse Voting Closes Tomorrow!
Still delighted to be an Audio Verse Awards Finalist for Performance of
a Supporting Role in an Audio Play Production for my voice work as
Peter Lukas in The Magnus Archives. Voting closes December 5th.

Find me on The Online
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Hey folks, two quick reminders:
The last TFL of 2020 will be on 18th December -- we're taking 25th
December and 1st January 2021 as a holiday break. Weekly issues will
resume 8th January.
I'm under 200 subscribers away from my goal for the year. If you like this
issue, maybe share with a friend and see if they want to sign up? Thanks!

Signing O

/ Playing Out

Welcome to the last laps, folks. We're in sight of the Christmas break. Keep
going. Rest when you need it, you've got this. Mince pies and chocolate on
standby.
You've also got the Team KennerStuart Instagram on standby when needed
and the Twitters are always there. Because that's a good thing. Probably.
ANYWAY!
This work is produced for free. If you like what you read please consider
dropping something in the tip jar or sign up for The Full Lid Plus, my
monthly subscription substack where I'm deep-diving into the Disney+ back
catalog. And thank you :)
Playing us out this week is one of those pieces of lm that, much like Tom
Holland lipsyncing to Umbrella, you just have to stop and watch every time
you come across it. Highlight of Umbrella Academy to date, it's one of the
best individual pieces of work from Elliot Page in a career of fantastic
performances.
Know what else it is?

a Full Lid.
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